From: Atta Girl Records [mailto:agrecords@roadrunner.com]
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2015 10:58 AM
To: Murray, Jane
Subject: pertaining to Northern Pass

Dear Ms. Murray,
I am writing in regards to the proposed Northern Pass project.
After almost 5 years of fighting this project it still amazes me that we still
do not have a solution.
To be honest I would like to see the project stopped.
New Hampshire is being bombarded with 'energy' projects. There has to be a point
when all the conservation efforts of people like myself matter. I do not use my clothes dryer,
I have switched all my lighting to LED or CFL bulbs. All of my powered appliances, computers,
TV, etc. are on power strips which are turned off when not in use. Others I know have added
solar panels which I plan on in the near future. It is a fact according to the N.Y, Times that
power consumption is decreasing.
That being said, the efforts of my household and many I know should be rewarded and
encouraged. Instead we see Tom May, CEO of Eversource working with the government
in Mass. to TAX people who have added solar to their homes. Do you see something
wrong with that? Meanwhile he took a $1.3 million dollar raise last year while raising the
electric rates. We already pay some of the highest rates in the country.
The Northern Pass project is nothing more than a scheme dreamed up by Hydro-Quebec,
a reckless corporation who has destroyed northern Quebec with it's flooding, not to mention
the privatization of water. The project id not needed and the source is NOT green.
My friend and I spent 2 years making a documentary about the opposition to this project.
In the film there is much information that explains all the reasons the project is harmful.
Please take 58 min. and view our film online for free at:
http://www.cultureunplugged.com/documentary/watch-online/play/53219/Northern-Trespass
Please consider the burden of this David & Goliath battle against the largest Hydro
electric power in the world and the greedy Eversource corporation with all of it's lobbyists and
outrageous PR campaign.
There should be complete transparency going forward. The people have the right to
know. Lines are being drawn across private property without their knowledge. This devil
'May' care attitude has to stop.
Thank you,
Jan Marvel
Director / Northern Trespass
www.northerntrespass.com
Indian Stream Productions
Thornton, NH
603-726-411

